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A CLASS OF REGULAR FUNCTIONS CONTAINING

SPIRALLIKE AND CLOSE-TO-CONVEX FUNCTIONS

BY

M. R. ZIEGLERC)

Abstract. A class of functions si is defined which contains the spirallike and

close-to-convex functions. By decomposing si into subclasses in a natural way,

some basic properties of si and these subclasses are determined, including solutions

to extremal problems; distortion theorems; coefficient inequalities; and the radii of

convexity and close-to-convexity.

1. Introduction.   If /(z)=z+a2z2-|-   is  regular  in  the   open  unit  disk

A={z : |z| < 1} and satisfies the condition

(1.1) Re [eiazf'(z)/f(z)] £ 0,       z in A,

for some real a, |a| <7r/2, then/(z) is univalent in A [20]. Such functions are called

"spirallike" [8]. Let Fa denote the class of all functions/(z) satisfying the above

conditions for a given a and let F=(J Fa (|a| <tr/2).

If a=0, then (1.1) implies that/(z) is a starlike function [11], i.e. F0 is the class

if* of regular univalent functions that map A onto a domain starlike with respect

to the origin. It follows from (1.1) that/(z) is in Fa if and only if there is a function

s(z) in y* such that

(1.2) fi(z) = z[s(z)/zf°s "exp (-fa),       z in A,

where [j(z)/z]00Saexp(-iI")=l at z=0.

A function f(z)=z+a2z2+ ■■ -, regular in A, is said to be close-to-convex,

denoted/(z) e <€, if there is an s(z) in y* and a complex number e, |e| = 1, such that

(1.3) Re [ezfi'(z)/s(z)] ̂  0,       z in A.

Kaplan has shown that functions in ^ are univalent and has given a geometric

interpretation of (1.3) [6]. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the concept

of close-to-convexity by formally replacing s(z) in (1.3) with a spirallike function

and to investigate the properties of the functions obtained in this manner.

Definition. f(z) is regular in A,/(0)=0 and/'(0) = l./(z) is in s/ if and only if

there is a g(z) in F and a complex number e, \e\ = 1, such that

(1.4) Re [ezf'(z)/g(z)] 2; 0,       zinA.
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In studying the properties of functions in si, it is useful to consider the following

subclasses: let sia represent the class of all functions/(z) satisfying (1.4) for some

g(z) in Fa and let sia¡B he the class of functions satisfying (1.4) for g(z) e J^ and a

fixed e, e = e,ß. (1.4) implies that |j8|£tt/2, thus sia = \Jsia<B (|j3|^tt/2), and

s/ = \J sia (|ce| <tt\2). A comparison of (1.4) with (1.3) shows %=si0 and letting

g(z)=f(z) and ß=a gives &„<=*/«,„■

Let S?a be the class of functions f(z) with the property that zf'(z) is in ¡Fa [9],

[18]. If we let g(z)=z/'(z), then (1.4) is satisfied for each/(z) in &a and any e, e=etß,

\ß\ ¿ir¡2, i.e. ^a^^cß for all ß. Robertson shows that @a contains functions which

are not univalent whenever cos aS:-1 [18], and hence so does siaB. Consequently,

if ¿S represents the class of regular univalent functions/(z) normalized by/(0)=0

and/'(0) = 1, then si<k£f, however si n Sf is a class of univalent functions con-

taining ^ u F. We show in a later section that Sf'ksi, hence si n y is a proper

subset of ^

If e = efi and |j8|=tt/2, then (1.4) implies sia¡B = ^a. Since &a<=siaiB for all ft

\ß\ ̂ tt/2, we will consider only \ß\ <tt/2.

2. Extremal problems. Let 0 represent the class of functions p(z) regular in

A and satisfying Re [p(z)]^0, z in A, and p(0) = l. Thus we have/(z) in sitt¡B if

and only if there exists g(z) in !Fa and p(z) in 0 such that

(2.1) zf'(z) = e-iisg(z)[cos ßp(z) + i sin ß].

Fa and 0 are both normal and compact families of analytic functions, hence

sia¡B is also normal and compact. Consequently, if G(wu ■ ■ -, wn+1) is analytic in

Cn+1 and c is a fixed point in A, then there exists /0(z) in sia¡B such that the func-

tional Re{G[f'(c),...,fin)(c),c]} assumes its maximal value over s/„tB at/0(z).

The following two theorems enable us to characterize /0(z). The first is due to

Pinchuk [13] and the second to Sakaguchi [19].

Theorem A. If F(w0,..., wn+1) is analytic and nonconstant in Cn+2 and c/0

is in A, then the functional Re{P[/(c),.. .,fM(c), c]} attains its maximum in Fa

only for a function of the form

N

f(z) = Z IJ (l_gjZ)-2«,cos«exp<-.a>

where [ey| = 1 andp¡^0,j=l,..., N; 2?=i f*/=l; andN¿n + l.

Theorem B. IfF(w0,..., wn) is analytic and nonconstant in Re w0^0, \wk\ < -f-oo,

k=l,...,n, and c ̂  0 is in A, then the functional Re {F[p(c), p'(c),..., pin)(c)]} at-

tains its maximum in 0> only for a function of the form

where \£k\ = \ andT¡k^0, k=l,..., M; 2îf=i Vk=l; andM£n+l.
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Theorem 1. If G(w,,..., wn+1) is analytic and nonconstant in Cn+1 and c/0

is in A, then the functional Re{G[/'(c),...., /<n)(c), c]} attains its maximum in s/a¡e

only for a function of the form

(2.2)     f(z) = fn (i-V)-«^«—«-c-»] | Vkl+e'7!kZ
Lj = , 1 k=l l — Çkz

where \e,\ = l and (i,tO,j=l,..., N; |£fc| = l and -qk = 0, fc=l,..., M; 1.^,^=1

and 2^=1 '?fc=l; 7/^n ano" M^n.

Proof. By virtue of the compactness of s4a,s, the extremal problem

(2.3) max   Re{G[/'(c),.. .,fiM(c), c]}
l(2)erf«,l

has a solution in s/a iß. Let/0(z) be any solution to (2.3) and let gQ(z) in Fa and p0(z)

in 3P be chosen so that (2.1) is satisfied. For each g(z) in Fa define 77(vf0,..., wn) by

H[g(c),.. .,g"i~1\c), c] = G[f'(c),. ..,/<%), c]

where z/'(z) = e_iSg(z)[cos j8j70(z) + /sin/S]. Using the extremal property of/0(z)

we have

Re {H[g(c),.. .,gin~1\c), c]} = Re {G[f'(c),.. ,,/<">(c), c]}

í Re {GUiic),.. .,fi¿n)(c), c]} = Re {77[g0(c),..., ^-»(c), c]}.

Thus go(z) is a solution to an extremal problem over Fa and must be of the form

given in Theorem A. In a similar manner, by fixing g0(z) and allowing p0(z) to vary

over the class a8, we are able to conclude that p0(z) is of the form given in Theorem

B and hence f0(z) satisfies (2.2).

In the same manner, using well-known properties of Fa and SP (see [2], [4], [5],

[16], [19]), we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let G(w,,..., wn) be analytic and nonconstant in Cn and let f(z)

= z + a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ +anzn+ ■ ■ • belong to ¿rfa,e. The functional Re [G(a2,..., an+,)] is

maximized over the class s/a_ß only by functions of the form (2.2).

3. Distortion theorems and coefficient inequalities. Theorem 1 indicates that to

determine sharp bounds for arg/'(z) and |/'(z)| when/(z) is in ¿#a¡s, it is sufficient

to obtain these bounds for the function defined by (2.2). As the expressions involved

are rather complicated and the techniques used are elementary, we will consider

here only the lower bound for arg/'(z) which will be used in some subsequent work.

Theorem 3. 7//(z) belongs to ¿tfa¡s and \z\ =r, then

arg [f'(z)] = - 2 cos2 a arc sin (r cos a) + sin 2a In ((1 - r2 cos2 a)1'2 - r sin a)

( ' ' -2 arc sin [r cos ß (1 -2r sin ß+r2y112]

with equality occurring only for functions of the form (2.2) with N=M=l.
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Proof. If/(z) is defined by (2.2) and N=M= 1, then

arg [f'(z)] = -2 cos a arg [(1 -re,e)exp (-,a)] + arg [(1 +re«*-2Ä))/(l -re**)],

where e1z = reie and i1z=reié. Let V(B) be defined by

V(0) = arg[(l-reie)exp<-ia)]

(3.2) = cos a arc sin [ — r sin 0 (1 -2r cos 0+r2)-1'2]

-sin a In [(1 -2r cos 0-t-r2)1'2].

V'(6)=r[r cos a—cos (9-a)]/(l-2r cos 9+r2) hence K(0) assumes its maximum

value at 0=0O where 0O satisfies

(3.3) cos (0O — a) = reos a;       sin (0O — a) = — (1— r2 cos2 a)1'2.

Expanding the equations in (3.3) and solving for cos ÔQ and sin 00 yields

cos 0O = r cos2 ct + sin a (1 — r2 cos2 a)x'2,

sin d0 = r sin a cos a—cos a (1 — r2 cos2 a)1'2

and using (3.2) and (3.4) to evaluate V(60) gives

(3.5) V(6) ¿ V(90) = cos a arc sin (r cos o:)-sin a In ((1 — r2 cos2 ot)1,2-r sin a).

In a similar manner, if

u(4>) = arg [(l+re,(*-2í))/(l-re'*)]

[r sin (J> — 2ß) .   r        r sin ê

(l-2rcos(c¿-2/í) + r2H +arC " [(l-2r cos ¿+r2)]'

then we find

(3.6) u(4>) ̂  u[ß + (3irl2)] = -2 arc sin [r cos ,8 (1 +2r sin ß + r2)-1'2].

Thus (3.5) and (3.6) together imply that arg [f'(z)] satisfies the bound in (3.1).

Furthermore, if g(z) is an sia¡B, then by Theorem 1 for each z, with |z| =r, arg [g'(z)]

^arg [f'(z)] and hence min arg [g'iz)] (|z| =r) ^min arg [/'(z)] (|z| =r). Thus the

bound given in (3.1) is valid for all functions in sia¡B and equality occurs only for

/(z) defined by (2.2) with an appropriate choice of ex and &.

Corollary 1. 7//(z) is in sia and \z\=r, then

arg [f'iz)] ^ — 2 cos2 a arc sin (r cos a)

-l-sin 2a In ((1 — r2 cos2 a)ll2—r sin a) —2 arc sin r.

77hs res«/; ù j/tar/?.

Proof, /(z) in sia implies/(z) belongs to siaB for some ft hence (3.1) together

with the fact that

arc sin [r cos ß (14- 2r sin ß+r2) ~1/2] S arc sin r

for all ß, \ß\ <ir¡2, yields (3.7). Equality occurs in (3.7) for/(z) defined by (2.2) with

sinß=—r.
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Theorem 4. 7//(z) is in s/ and \z\=r, then

(3.8) (1 -r)/(l +ry g |/'(z)| á (1 +0/(1 -r)3

and

(3.9) l/MI Û r/il-rf.

Both (3.8) and (3.9) are sharp.

Proof. Since f(z) is in sé, there is a g(z) in ^ p(z) in ^ and a real number ß,

\ß\ <7r/2, such that (2.1) is satisfied. q(z) = e~iß[cos ßp(z) + i sin ß] is subordinate to

a0(z) = (l +e"2(Äz)/(l -z), hence

n im   i^ < |l+r2e-2lg|-2rcos;S 11+r2e-2'g|+2r cos^      1+r

1      J    l+r= 1-r2 5 WWI 5 ,_r2 =l-r"

Since g(z) is univalent, the well-known bounds on |g(z)| [11], together with (3.10),

imply (3.8). (3.9) then follows from (3.8) by an integration. Equality is obtained in

(3.8) and (3.9) only for/(z)=z/(l -ez)2, \e\ = l.

It is interesting to note that the bounds given in (3.8) and (3.9) are also the sharp

bounds for the class £?. To further investigate the relationship between y and sé

with regard to the growth of \fi'(z)\ and |/(z)|, it is useful to study the Hardy classes

of sé. A function f(z) regular in A belongs to the Hardy class 77\ A > 0, if

lim,.^!- i"-„ \f(reie)\K dB exists and is finite.

Theorem 5. Letf(z) belong to séa and choose g(z) in 3Fa andp(z) in 3P so that (2.1)

is satisfied. Ifg(z)±z\(l -^acosaexpi-w  |M| = t) then

(i) there exists e = e(f) such thatf'(z) is in 77 \ X = (2 cos2 a+l)~1 + e;

(ii) there exists 8 = 8(f) such that fi(z) is in Hx, A = -£ sec2 a+ 8.

Ifg(z) = z/(l -p.z)2oosaexp(-ia\ then

(iii) f'(z) is in 7/A whenever X<(2 cos2 a+1)-1;

(iv) f(z) is in HA whenever A<4¿ sec2 a.

Basgöze and Keogh have recently proven a similar result for Fa [1], and Eenigen-

burg and Keogh have obtained Theorem 5 in the case a=0 [3]. As the proof for

general a is essentially the same as that given in [3], we will omit the proof of

Theorem 5.

An immediate consequence of the above is that if f(z) is in s/, then f'(z) is in

HK for all A satisfying 0<A<^-. However, there exists a univalent function/(z)

such that/'(z) is not in 77A for any A>0 [10], hence Sf is not a subclass of si.

If fi(z) = z+a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ is close-to-convex in A, Reade has shown that |an|=«,

n = 2, 3,... [15], and Pommerenke has proven that | |an| - |an+1| | <(3e2)/4 [14].

An examination of the proofs of these results allows us to conclude that these

inequalities are also valid for the class s/, hence we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 6. Iff(z) = z+a2z2-\-is in si, then

(3.11) Wan,       77 = 2,3,...,

and

(3.12) ||an|-|an+1|| ¿ (3e2)/4,       « = 2,3,....

Since/(z)=z/(l—z)2 is in si, (3.11) is sharp. The sharp bound for ||an| — |an+1||

is not known, even for the class #. If/(z) is restricted to sia or siaB, then (3.11)

can be improved by making use of the coefficient bounds for J^ [8], however we

have not been able to determine the sharp bounds in either case.

4. Radii of convexity and close-to-convexity. If/(z) is in if and/*(z) is defined

by

(4.1) Mz) = {/[(z + a)/(l + äz)]-f(a)}/f'(a)(l - |a|2),       a and z in A,

then/^z) is in if. (4.1) can be used to determine many properties of univalent

functions. In this section we obtain an analogous transformation for functions in

sia and use it to find the radius of convexity and the radius of close-to-convexity

of sia.

Theorem 7. 7//(z) is in sia andf^iz) is defined by

(4.2) /i(z) = /'[(z+c)/(l + oz)]//'(a)(l + az)exp ( -2ia>+\       z and a in A,

andfiO) = 0, thenf^iz) belongs to sia.

Proof. There is a giz) in !Fa and a complex number e, |e| = l, such that

Re [ezf'(z)/g(z)]^0. If g*(z) is defined by

g¿¿) = azg[(z + a)/(l + äz)]/g(a)(z + a)(l+ äzf» < " 2i"\

then g*(z) is also in &a [9], [21]. Let e1 = ei<* where <fS = arg [eaf'(a)/g(a)], \<f>\ <ir/2.

Then, with w = (z + a)/(l +az),

Re L m = Re L M ^1 = ÄJ Re L ̂ 1 ^ 0
L    £*(z)J L   af(a)g(w)\      \af (a)\      [   g(w) \

and consequently /*(z) belongs to sia.

Notice that e1 depends on the choice of a, hence it is not possible to conclude

that /*(z) e siaB whenever /(z) e siaB. In order to apply (4.2) we will need the

following lemma.

Lemma 1. Iff(z) = z + a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ is in sia, then \a2\ ̂ cos ot+1. This inequality is

sharp.
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Proof. Let zf'(z)=g(z)e'iß[cos ßp(z) + i sin ß], g(z) in Fa and p(z) in &. If g(z)

=z+b2z2+- ■■ and p(z)=l+p,z-\-, then |¿>2|^2cosa [8], and \p,\^2 [11].

Equating coefficients we have

l^l = i\b2 + e~iß cosßp,\ g cosa+cosß

from which the lemma follows. Equality is obtained when g(z)=z/( 1 — z)2003 "exp ( ~la),

p(z) = (l + e~iaz)/(l -e-'az), and ß=0.

Theorem 8. The radius of convexity of séa is the smallest positive root r0 of the

equation

1 — 2(1 + cos a)r + cos 2a r2 = 0,

and the radius of convexity of sé is 2 —31'2.

Proof. Let f(z) be in séa and let /*(z) = z + afz2 -|-be defined by (4.2). A

calculation shows

at = ¿[(l-|a|2)/"(a)//'(a)-ä(e-2'*+l)]

and hence, if |a| =r, from Lemma 1 we have

af"(a)   (l+e-2ia)r2       2r(l+cosa)

f'(a) l-r2        =       l-r2

Letting a=z, it follows that for any z with \z\=r

Re [1 +zf"(z)/fi'(z)\ ^ [1 -2r(l +cos a) + r2 cos 2a]/(l -r2),

consequently/(z) maps |z|<r onto a convex domain whenever 1—2r(l-f-cos a)

+ r2 cos 2a ^0. The function/(z) defined by (2.2) shows that this result is sharp.

Furthermore, since l-2r(l+cos a) + r2 cos 2a^ l-4r + r2 for all a, |a|<w/2,

and all r, 0 ̂  r < 1, it follows that the sharp radius of convexity of sé is the smallest

positive root of 1 -4r4-r2=0, namely 2-31'2. It is interesting to note that 2-31'2

is also the radius of convexity of !F.

Let f(z) be regular in A and have a nonvanishing derivative there. Kaplan [6]

has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for/(z) to map |z| —r onto a

close-to-convex curve is that

(4-3) arg [z2/'(z2)] - arg [zj'(z,)] ^ -»

for all z, and z2 with 1^1 =r and z2 = z,eie, 0<8<2n. The radius of close-to-

convexity of séa will then be the largest value of r for which all functions f(z) in

séa satisfy (4.3). We determine this value as the solution of an equation depending

on r and a. Some of the techniques used are similar to those employed by Krzyz

to obtain the radius of close-to-convexity of Sf [7].

Theorem 9. Let a^O, let r0 be the radius of convexity of séa, and let r e (r0, 1).

If x0 is the positive root of

p(x) = (1 +r2)(l -r2 cos 2a)-2r(l -r2)x-4r2 sin2 ax2;
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Xi = min {1, xQ}; x2 is the unique root in (0, xj of

p2(x) = (1 +r2)(l -r2 cos 2«)2-4r(l -r4)(l -r2 cos 2a)x

- 4r2 sin2 a (1 + 6r2 - 3r4 +4r4 sin2 a)x2

+ I6r3 sin2 a (1 -r2)x3+ 16r4 sin2 a x4;

0O = 2 arc cos x2, 0 < 0O <t; and

A(r) = 0o + 2 cos2 a arc tan [r2 sin 0O/(1 — r2 cos 0O)]

-2 cos2 a arc sin {r cos a [2(1 -cos 0O)/(1 -2r2 cos 00 + r4)]1'2}

+ sin 2a In {[1 -2r2(sin2 a cos 0o + cos2 a) + r4]1/2

(    ) -r sin a [2(1-cos 0O)]1/2}

-2 arc sin {r[2(l -cos 0O)/(1 -2r2 eos 0„+r4)]1/2}

— sin 2a ln (1 — r2);

then the radius of close-to-convexity ofsia is the unique root of the equation A(r) = — tt.

Proof. Let A(r, 0) = inf arg [z2f'(z2)/z1f'(zuS] (f(z) esia) where the argument is

chosen so as to vary continuously from an initial value of zero. If

t = (z-z1)/(l-zxz)   and   £0 = (z2-Zi)/(l -zyz2)

and if /*(£) is defined by

fid) = fia+2i)IQ +*iD]//'(zi)0 +¿i0exp (-2ia)+1,     A(0) = o,

then /*(£) is in sia and

/*«o) = [f'i^if'izjw-^w-iz^r^-2"*^.

Thus we have

(4.5) A(r, 0) = arg{(zJzOKl-|^|.2)/(I-1^)]™^™^}+   inf   arg[fiiíoM

Using the sharp lower bound for arg [/*(£0)] given in Corollary 1, we can express

A(r, 0) explicitly as a function of r and 0. A brief calculation shows

argitd-lzj^l-z^)]-^-21«^1}

(4.6) = 2 cos2 a arc tan [r2 sin 0/(1 -r2 cos 0)]

-sin 2a ln [(1 -r2)/(l -2r2 cos 0 + r4)1'2]

and

(4.7) |£o| = r [2(1 -cos 0)/(l -2r2 cos 0+r4)]1'2.

Thus, using (3.7), (4.6) and (4.7) in (4.5) we can write

A(r, 0) = 0+2 cos2 a arc tan [r2 sin 0/(1 -r2 cos 0)]

-2 cos2 a arc sin {r cos « [2(1 -cos 0)/(l -2r2 cos 0+r4)]1'2}

. +sin 2a ln {[1 -2r2(sin2 « cos 0+cos2 a)+ri]il2

{ " ' -r sin a [2(1 -cos 0)]1'2}

-2 arc sin {r [2(1 -cos 0)/(l -2r2 cos 0 + r4)]1'2}

-sin2aln(l-r2).
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Furthermore, for a fixed z, and z2, if/*(z) is the function which gives equality in

(3.7) and f(z) is defined by

f'iz) =/*[(z-z1)/(l-z1z)]//;(-z1)(l-f1zr(-2l" + 1,       /(0) = 0,

then arg {z2f'(z2)/z,f'(z,)} = A(r, 0) ; that is, for this function fi(z), equality occurs

in (4.8).

If A(r) = inf A(r, 0) (0<6<2tt), then A(r) is a decreasing function of r, and the

radius of close-to-convexity of séa is the solution of the equation A(r)= — w. The

remainder of this argument is concerned with determining A(r) and showing that

the equation A(r)= —it does have a solution. In what follows we shall restrict r

to the interval (r0, 1), where r0 is the radius of convexity of séa, since A(r) = 0 for

rúr0.

Differentiating (4.8) with respect to 0, we find

ÔA(r, 6)/36 = 1 + 2 cos2 a r2(cos 6-r2)/(l -2r2 cos 0+r4)

,.m „ û[l-2r2(sin2acos0+cos2a)+r*]1'2
(4-9) - 2r cos a sm e ~rvl—,-mn/an—T~2-a ,   i\

[2(1 —cos 0)]1,2(1 —2r2 cos 9+r)

-2r sin 0 (1 -r2)/[2(l -cos 0)]1/2(1 -2r2 cos 0+r4).

Putting x=cos (0/2), 0< 0<2tt, we have sin 0/[2(l -cos 0)]ll2 = x and cos 0 = 2x2

— 1, hence (4.9) can be written as dA(r, 9)/86=[p(x) — 2rx cos a k(x)]/g(x) where

p(x) = (1 +r2)(l-r2 cos 2a)-2r(l-r2)x-4r2 sin2 a x2,

k(x) = [1 -2r2 cos 2a+r4-4r2 sin2 a x2]112,   and

g(x) = (\+r2)2-4r2x2.

Since g(x) > 0 for 0 ̂  r < 1 and |x\ = 1, the zeros of dA(r, 9)/d8 will be determined by

the zeros of p,(x) =p(x) — 2rx cos ak(x). A simple calculation shows p(x)>0 for

xe[—1,0] and clearly -2rx cos a k(x)>0 for xe[—l,0], hence p,(x) has no

zeros in [— 1, 0]. If x0 is the positive zero of p(x) and xx = min {1, x0}, then any

zeros of p,(x) must lie in the interval (0, x,), and furthermore, for 0 < x < x,, the

zeros of p,(x) will be identical with the zeros of p2ix) where

p2(x) = p(x)2 — 4r2x2 cos2 a k(x)2

= (14-r2)2(l -r2 cos 2a)2-4r(l -r4)(l -r2 cos 2a)x

- [4r2 sin2 a (1 + 6r2 - 3r4) + 16r6 sin4 a]x2

+ I6r3 sin2 a (1 -r2)x3+ 16r4 sin2 a x4.

The coefficients of p2(x) change sign twice, hence p2(x) has either zero or two

positive roots.

Suppose now that x0, the positive root ofp(x), lies in (0, 1], i.e. x0=x,. A brief

calculation shows this will occur only when r ^ r, where r, is the smallest positive

root of the equation 1— 2r+r2 cos 2a=0. Hence, for re[r„l), p2(x0)

= — 4r2x2 cos2 a k(x0)2 < 0 and, since p2(0) > 0, it follows that p2(x) has at least

one root in 0 < x < jc0=^. But p2(x) has at most two roots for all x > 0, thus there is

exactly one simple root in (0, x,).
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If x0> 1, then Xi = 1 and r<rx. The radius of convexity r0 of s/„ was shown to

be the smallest positive root of the equation 1 —2r(l +cos a) + r2 cos a = 0. Clearly

ra<r1 and for re(r0, rx) we have 1 — 2r + r2 cos 2a >0 and 1—2r(l+cos a)

+ r2 cos 2a <0. A calculation shows

^2(1) = (l-r2)2[l-2r(l+cosa) + cos2ar2][l-2r + cos2ar2 + 2rcosa] < 0

for r0<r<ri and, as before, p2ix) must have a simple root in (0, Xj).

It follows then that SA(r, 6)186 has one simple zero for all r in (r0, 1) and thus

A(r, 0) assumes its minimum at 0=0O where 0O = 2 arc cos x2 and x2 is the unique

root of/?2(x) in (0, Xj). Hence A(r) = A(r, 0O) and letting 0 = 0O in (4.8) yields the

expression given for A(r) in (4.4). A(r) is a decreasing function of r, A(r0)=0, and

an examination of (4.4) shows A(r) -> — oo as r -> 1 ", so there is a unique solution

ra to the equation A(r)= —Tt,re (r0, 1), and this solution is the radius of close-to-

convexity of sia. For a specific a, ra can be calculated by successive substitutions in

p2ix) and A(r).

5. Univalent subclasses.

Theorem 10. 7/z/'(z) = e_i/îg(z)[cos/}/7(z) + /sin/9] where giz) is in Fa and /?(z)

is in 0, and ifpiz) satisfies either

(5.1) \piz)-il + t2)/il-t2)\ ¿ 2í/(l-/2),       zeA,0 < t < 1,

or

(5.2) |arg[cos/S/>(z) + /sin^]| ¿ tn/2,       zeA,0<t< 1,

thenfiz) is univalent whenever t and a satisfy t + 2 cos a¿ 51'2 — 2.

Proof. pt(z) = (l+tz)/(l-tz) maps |z| = l onto the circle |w-(l+í2)/(l-í2)|

= 2t/(l — t2), thus if p(z) satisfies (5.1), p(z) is subordinate to pt(z) and there exists

a regular function w(z) such that |w(z)| £ |z| andp(z) =pt[w(z)]. A calculation shows

(5.3) Re [p(z)]

hence, for any real number y,

zp'(z) 2tzw'(z)     \l-tw(z)\

~ l-/a|w(z)|a"[l-/H<z)]

(5.4)

zp'jz)     <   \zp'jz)\

piz) + iy    -Reb(z)]
2tr     l-|w(z)|2

l-r2'l-i2|w(z)|2'

2ir

< z  = r,

where we have used 1 •

[11].

=   l_r2

|w(z)|2^l-i2|w(z)|2 and |w'(z)| <(l-|w(z)|2)/(l-|z|2)
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If p(z) satisfies (5.2), then there is a q(z) in SP such that for p = ß/t, \p\ S*r/2,

(5.5) cos ß p(z) + i sin ß = [cos p. q(z) + i sin ft]*.

q(z) in 3P implies |za'(z)|/|o(z) + iy[ =2r/(l —r2) for any real number y [17], hence,

differentiating (5.5), we find that in this case^(z) also satisfies (5.4).

Let

/(z)      2 L g(z)       J
P\z)

p(z) + i tan ß

|(l/z)[zg'(z)/^)-l]|^(4cosa)/(l-r2), |z|=r, follows from the fact that

Re [eiazg'(z)/g(z)]^0. Consequently, if g(z)eFa and p(z) satisfies (5.1) or (5.2),

we have \h(z)\ ¿¡(4 cos a + 2t)/(l -r2) which implies |A'(z)| á4(4cosa + 2/)/(l-r2)2

[Problem N, p. 857, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 71 (1965)]. Thus if {/, z} is the Schwarz-

ian derivative of/(z) [11], then

|{/,z}| g |tf(r)|+i|A»|" S 8(2cosa + 0 + 2(2cosa + ?)2

and, by Nehari's test [12], f(z) is univalent whenever 4(2 cos a + f) + (2 cos a + t)2

^ 1 which yields the desired result.
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